The **Eligibility terms** are given below:-

1. Institute proposes to purchase Internationally renowned quality Gym equipments. Bid can only be submitted by Manufacturer or their Authorised Distributors only. SUB DEALERS shall not be considered for this purchase.

2. The turnover of the bidder should be at least **Rs. Two and half Crores** per annum for the last three financial years. The turnover certificate from the Chartered Accountant should be enclosed in the technical bid along with the Audited balance sheet. (F.Y. 2011-12, 2012-13 & 2013-14)

3. The bidder should have been a manufacturer or an authorized dealer of the Equipment Brand being offered for atleast last 5 Five years.

4. Adequate documentary evidence of atleast five years of existence as manufacturer/authorized supplier should be included in the technical bid.

5. The bidders must submit relevant copies of following documents:
   - Income Tax/PAN/TAN (attach relevant copy)
   - ST/CST No (attach relevant copy)

6. Bidder must have supplied same Equipment Brand worth;
   a) Rs.60Lacs (single order for Rs.60Lacs) per year,
   b) Two Orders for Rs. 30Lacs per year in last 3 years
   Order copies to be provided.

7. Bidder should have also supplied and installed same Brand of equipments in any Government / Semi Government institute during last 1(one)year. Order copies to be provided.

8. The list of Installation, Private, State/Central Govt. Institute, Sports organization (address, contact person & phone No.) where same Equipment Brand fitness equipments have been supplied may be provided. The committee may visit such Institutions to check the equipment and have first hand information.

9. The bidder should demonstrate service capabilities through ongoing Valid maintenance contracts of equipments of same brand to justify their after sales service capabilities.

10. The bidders shall also to mention details of after sales support/ technical support which
shall be available within the Mumbai / Thane/ New Mumbai city limits.

11. Institute reserves the right to cancel, any tender without assigning any reason. Institute also reserves the right to buy the equipments mentioned fully or partially or in parts.

12. Make / Brand of the items should be specified. One copy of detailed Description/ brochures shall be enclosed along with the offer.

13. The prices quoted shall be inclusive of all taxes and freight charges for delivery at site.

14. The bidder will submit certificate of authorization from the manufacture /distributor to deal in goods proposed in the bid.

15. Only the following Brands are being considered, hence bidder shall quote only for the below mentioned Brands.
   • Precor
   • Life Fitness
   • Cybex
   • Star Trac
   • Nautilus
   • Technogym &
   • Freemotion Fitness

16. Delivery schedule should be clearly mentioned.

17. The bidder shall provide equipment manufacturers guarantee that the product will be covered against any manufacturing / operational defects not less than for two years operation for a period of One Year, from the date of successful installation of the Equipments.

18. IIT Bombay reserves the right to make changes in the equipments procurement based on the Pre- bid presentation by the bidders.

19. IIT Bombay reserves the right to modify the conditions of the tender, at any time, without assigning any reason for the same.

20. The bidder shall be in a position to install maintaining with technical support and with a full time or part-time trainer/s for a period of five years. For which a separate quote be furnished in a Financial bid on your company's letterhead.
NOTE: Only if the above requirements are met to the full satisfaction of the Technical Committee the bid will be processed for further evaluation.